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Olimpia Niglio Soriente  Italian, Professor of History of Comparative Architecture, Hokkaido University, Japan. Architect by the University of Naples “Federico II”, with Doctorate and Post Doctorate in Conservation of the Architectonic Heritage and Master in Management of Art and Cultural Heritage. She began her academic career at the University of Pisa (Italy) to continue at the International School of the University of Ibagué where she is still linked as a researcher in the Urban Trace Group and as an evaluator for the Ministry of Education (Colombia) and later at the University of Bogota Jorge Tadeo Lozano. In 2012 she started her academic activities in Japan at Kyoto University and since January 2020 at Hokkaido University. She is a visiting professor at universities in Asia, Europe and America. She is the author of numerous monographs on the history of architecture compared to the East and the West. She is the coordinator of international research projects, including “Italian Diaspora in the world” and “Transcultural Heritage”. She is Vice President of ICOMOS PRERICO and Vice President of the Asian Cultural Landscape Association (Seoul National University, Korea).

Executive Coordinator RWYC
Kevin A. Echeverry B. Master in Plastic Arts graduated from Jorge Tadeo Lozano University (2017) and a final year architecture student at the same university. He has taken complementary courses to his academic training in Art, Heritage and Restoration at the Universidad de los Andes in Bogotá (2017). He is a member of the scientific committee of the EdaKids series, part of the Esempi di Architettura International Research Centre (EdA). His artistic work has been exhibited in cities such as Tokyo Japan (2019) and was selected among the Finalists in the Parliamentary SpaceArt competition made by ASGARDIA the Space Nation. He has also developed the role of international jury appointed as representative by EdA in the competition “The landscape through my window” made by the Catholic University of Cordoba (UCC) Argentina and The Latin American Institute of Landscape (LALI) (2020). Author of international publications on history, architecture, heritage, territory and city.
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Lawyer “Magna Cum Laude” (1983) and Master in Administrative Law (1987), by the Universidad Central de Venezuela. Higher Diploma on Pollution and Nuisances (1988), Master in Environmental and Land Planning Law (1988) and Master in Public Law (1989), from the University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France. Master in Constitutional Justice (2006), Master in Human Rights (2007) and Master in Constitutional Guarantees (2008), by the University of Castilla-La Mancha, Toledo, Spain (the research works were rated “Outstanding”). Professor of undergraduate and postgraduate courses, Constitutional Law, the Human Rights System and the Environment and Human Rights, at the Faculties of Legal and Political Sciences of the Universidad Central de Venezuela and the Universidad Católica Andrés Bello. He has been a professor of International Environmental Law in the Master of Environmental Geopolitics at the Universidad de los Andes, and of Environmental Legislation in the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism, Master of Landscape Architecture at the Universidad Central de Venezuela. He has been a guest professor at Universidad Externado, Bogotá and Medellín, Colombia. Consultant in Human Rights, Environmental Law, Landscape and Cultural Heritage, highlighting the international consultancy for the drafting of the General Environmental Law of the Dominican Republic, and the integration in representation of civil society of the Venezuelan delegation to the UNCED 1992 process. Founder and former President of the Venezuelan Society of Environmental Law; Member of the Institute of Environmental Law of the Dominican Republic; of the Argentine Landscape Network; of the World Association of Constitutional Justice; of the Ibero-American Association for the Protection of Fundamental Rights (ASDEFUN); of the Ibero-American Jurists Association; Human Rights Director of the Centre for Research and Promotion of Legal Culture; Director for Venezuela of the Latin American Institute for Legal Research and Training Latin Iuris; International Advisor to the NGO VITALIS Latin America; Professor in Culture Factor; Member of the Scientific Committee of the International Project “Reconnectig with your culture”. International lecturer. Author of various studies published among books and articles.

Scientific Advisor
D. Paul Schafer. WORLD CULTURE PROJECT | http://www3.sympatico.ca/dpaulschafer/AboutUs.html
Paul has worked in the cultural field for more than five decades as an educator, advisor, administrator, and researcher. He was Assistant Director of the Ontario Arts Council from 1967 to 1970, a founder and Director of York University’s Programme in Arts and Media Administration from 1970 to 1974, and Coordinator of the Cooperative Programme in Arts Administration and the Cooperative Programme in International Development at the University of Toronto from 1984 to 1990. He has taught arts administration and cultural policy at York University and the University of Toronto, executed a number of projects for Canada’s Department of External Affairs, and undertaken several advisory missions for UNESCO to different parts of the world. He was originally trained as an economist, and taught economics at Dalhousie University and Acadia University before entering the cultural field, specializing in international development, principles of economics, and the history of economic thought. Paul is the author of many books and articles on culture and the arts in general and Canadian culture and the arts in Canada in particular, including Culture - Beacon of the Future (Greenwood Publishing), Revolution or Renaissance: Making the Transition from an Economic Age to a Cultural Age (University of Ottawa Press), Aspects of Canadian Cultural Policy (UNESCO), Culture and Politics in Canada: Towards a

Scientific Committee and International Partners
http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/edakids-reconnecting-with-your-culture/

PEDAGOGICAL METHOD
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
THE SCHOOL OF THE WORLD

http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/rwyc-pedagogical-method/
MAIN PURPOSES

In a complex historical phase in which capitalist priorities have strongly questioned ethical values and human relations, there is a need to put the person and his creativity back at the center. The fragility, which all countries have manifested within the cultural and educational sector, has allowed developing fundamental reflections to give a “new centrality” to the role of Culture for the sustainable development of humanity. In fact, without Culture it becomes difficult to develop future perspectives capable of developing shared and participatory policies that are no longer entrusted to the growing individualization.

Analyzing the realities of different countries of the world, from the Far East to the far West, there is a need to activate a new “humanism” and for this reason, it is necessary that Culture enters fully into the whole ideation of the new and innovation on which it is important from now on to invest.

To do all this, however, we must start from the younger generations and then plant seeds to obtain good fruits and therefore a very good harvest in the near future. We must, therefore, be able to design educational programs that can build a better world.

Based on these premises the international project RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE was born, promoted by the EdA Esempli di Architettura (Italia) in collaborazione con il Forum UNESCO University and Heritage (Spagna); Factor Cultura (Peru); ICOMOS – Comitato Internazionale Monumenti e Siti (Italia y Peru), Do.Co.Mo.Mo. International, circoscrizione per la conservazione del patrimonio moderno (Portogallo), REACH-Culture European Union’s Horizon 2020 (EU), la Fondazione Stepán Zavrel (Italia) e la partecipazione di docenti della Universidad de Bogotà Jorge Tadeo Lozano (Colombia), Institute for International Studies, Yokohama (Giappone); il Museo Archivo de Arquitectura del Ecuador in Quito (Ecuador), l’Instituto Educación Secundaria Anaga, Tenerife (Spagna); Kanto Gakuin University, Yokohama, (Giappone); Blanco-Uribe & Asociados, Caracas (Venezuela) e l’Istituto Nazionale di Architettura Sostenibile (Italia).

The project is aimed at primary and secondary schools around the world and dedicated to the young generation from 5 years old to 17 years old. The children, assisted by their teachers, are invited to make an exploratory journey within the cultural heritage of their country and to draw and tell their experience of knowledge in contact with the historical, artistic, and cultural heritage.

The international project also aims to analyze the different cultural approaches and methods of analysis developed in different communities around the world to build a network and to allow the sharing of experiences and initiatives. The project is coordinated by Colombian artist Kevin Alexander Echevery Bucuru of the Universidad de Bogota Jorge Tadeo Lozano, with the scientific supervision of Professor Olimpia Niglio, director of the international research center EdA Examples of Architecture that has been working between the American and Asian continents for years for the enhancement of cultural diversity.

All the information to participate in the international call is available on the web page http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/edakids-reconnecting-with-your-culture/

The languages of the project are those of UNESCO and ICOMOS: English, French, and Spanish.

The international project has started July 20, 2020
WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA

EDA [http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/edakids-reconnecting-with-your-culture/](http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/edakids-reconnecting-with-your-culture/)

Academia [https://independent.academia.edu/ReconnectingwithYourCulture](https://independent.academia.edu/ReconnectingwithYourCulture)


Instagram [https://www.instagram.com/reconnectingwithyourculture/](https://www.instagram.com/reconnectingwithyourculture/)

Youtube [https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGpmY24M9Chi34TLbIUoSew](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGpmY24M9Chi34TLbIUoSew)

UNESCO Chair University and Heritage
FACTOR CULTURA (Peru)
ISC PRERICO ICOMOS
ICOMOS BRAZIL
ICOMOS ITALY
ICOMOS MAROC
ICOMOS PERU
ICOMOS RUSSIA
Fondazione Grimaldi Onlus | Italy
VITALIS ONG | Venezuela
Fondazione Stepán Zavrel | Italy
Blanco-Uribe & Asociados, Caracas (Venezuela)
Istituto Nazionale di Architettura Sostenibile | Italy
Confederación Interamericana de Educación Catolica (Colombia)
ITALIAN EMBASSY IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDERSTANDING
REACH-Culture European Union’s Horizon 2020 (EU)
UNIVERSITA’ DI BOLOGNA | DiPaSt - Centro Internazionale di Didattica della Storia e del Patrimonio. Dipartimento di Scienze dell'Educazione “Giovanni Maria Bertin”
Red Argentina del Paisaje Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Liceo Classico Statale “Torquato Tasso” (Italy)
REACH-Culture European Union’s Horizon 2020 (EU)
Asociación “Juristas de Iberoamérica” (ASJURIB)
APUDEPA | Acción Pública para la Defensa del Patrimonio Aragonés | Asociación declarada de Utilidad Pública (Spain)
Confederación Interamericana de Educación Catolica (Colombia)
EUROFORM, Sicilia (Italy)
Associazione Internazionale DiCultHer (Italy)
UNCHARTED CULTURE (Europe)
WASCHTrust, Lagos, Nigeria (Africa)
INSTITUTIONS THAT HAVE JOINED THE PROJECT

AFRICA
WASCHTrust, LovingLagos | Nigeria
Ecole Enahda, Rabat | Morocco
Italian School “Enrico Mattei”, Casablanca, Morocco

ASIA
Daewon high school, Seoul | Republic of Korea
Fine Arts, Delhi Public School, Sector -45, Gurgaon | India

AMERICA
Red Argentina del Paisaje | Argentina
Museo Municipal de Arte de Puerto Madryn | Argentina
Escuela 19 Antartica Argentina | Argentina
Jefatura Distrital Exaltación de la Cruz - 21 Schools | Argentina
Museo Municipal de Arte de Puerto Madryn | Argentina
Colegio Anglo Americano, Oruro | Bolivia

College Ville Marie | Canada
Casa Montessori Cerro Alegre | Chile
Scuola Italiana Arturo dell’Oro | Chile

Secretaria de Cultura | Fasagasugá, Colombia
Fundación Deloi | Fasagasugá, Colombia
Colegio Italiano Leonardo da Vinci | Colombia
Universidad de Ibagué | Colombia
Centro de Vida Integral y Sensorial de Fusagasugá | Colombia
International Scalabrinin Schools, Cucuta, 7 Schools | Colombia

Complejo Educativo Luisa de Marillac | El Salvador

Instituto Fray Victor Maria Flores | Chiapas, México

Colegio Bilngüe María Auxiliadora, Arraiján | Panamá

Centros Sor Isolina Ferré | Puerto Rico

EcoEscuela, Santo Domingo | Republica Dominicana

Scuola Italiana “Agustín Codazzi”, Caracas, Venezuela
Società Dante Alighieri, Maracay, Venezuela
EUROPA

Istituto Il Nuovo Bianchi | Napoli, Italy
Istituto Ambasciatori Mariani | Florence, Italy
Venti d’Arte, Barga | Italy
Istituto Omnicomprensivo Santa Croce di Magliano, Molise | Italy
Istituto Comprensivo Giuseppe Montalto Marausa, TP, Sicilia | Italy
Istituto Comprensivo Comune di Guglionesi, Molise | Italy
Istituto Comprensorio 19 Santa Croce, Verona | Italy
Istituto Comprensivo Mili | Barcellona | Italy
Istituto Comprensivo D’Alcontres | Barcellona | Italy

Patrimonio para Jovenes | Spain
APUDEPA | Spain
Colegio Navarra Urroz Villa | Spain
Colegio Irabia Izaga | Spain
Miravalles –El Redín, Navarra | Spain
C.P.E.I.P. Urroz, Urroz Villa | Spain

Reconnecting with your Culture collaborates with European Cultural Heritage Skills Alliance CHARTER
CONTINENTAL SECTIONS RWYC

AFRICA RWYC | Nigeria, Lagos. Sola Akintunde (ICOMOS Nigeria)
INTERNATIONAL PRESS | MEDIA PARTNERS

http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/edakids-reconnecting-with-your-culture/

Bulletin | UNESCO University and Heritage, Spain
IL GIORNALE DIPLOMATIC0, Italy
AISE | AGENZIA ITALIANA STAMPA ESTERA, Italy
VATICAN NEW, Vatican
RAI SCUOLA, Italy
ANSA LATINA, Argentina – Colombia
DO.CO.MO.MO, Portugal
FRONTIERE | Geocultura, Italy
Gente d'Italia, Uruguay
REACH PROJECT, EU
JAVERIANA ESTEREO, Colombia
Universidad de Bogotá Jorge Tadeo Lozano, Colombia
TODO PATRIMONIO, Spain
Ultime notizie EU, Italy
Q'Hubo, Colombia
SITI UNESCO, Quotidiano di attualità e politica culturale, Italy
Oriente Cristiano, Italy
AGEN PARL, Italy
INCONTRI, Colombia
3 Minuti.it, Italy
FIJET, Italy
PRESENZA, Chile
IL CAFFE’, Italy
MALGRADOTUTTO, Italy
LA NAZIONE, Italy
IL GIORNALE DI BARGA, Italy
RADIO 1 RAI | BABELE
ONU | Nazioni Unite ITALIA
DIARIO DE BURGOS, Spain
Fundación DoCoMoMo Iberico, Spain
EL DIA DE SORIA, Spain
EL DIARIO DE AVILA, Spain
AGORA VOX, Italy
LAESSETV, Italy
WEBSMBOOK, Spain
ITALIAN'S NEWS. Italy
DI GENOVA Urban Digital Trasformation. Italy
VALDEGOVIA online magazine. Spain
LA VOCE DI NEW YORK. United States
TP24, Marsala, Sicilia, Italy
ITALIANA, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, ITALYA

DIGITAL ARTICLES

MAY 24, 2021 | AISE AGENZIA ITALIANA STAMPAE ESTERA
L’Africa investe sulla cultura: nuove adesioni a “Reconnecting with your culture”

May 23, 2021 | FRONTIERE Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
L’AFRICA INVESTE SULLA CULTURA
http://www.frontiere.eu/lafrica-investe-sulla-cultura/

May 23, 2021 | IL GIORNALE DIPLOMATICO
IL CONTINENTE AFRICA INVESTE IN CULTURA
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/il-continente-africa-investe-sulla-cultura.htm

May 2021 | Guardini akut | KW 17/2021
https://www.guardini.de/projekte/guardini-akut/guardini-akut-kw-17-2021-olimpia-niglio.html

April 13, 2021 | FRONTIERE Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
Cultura e luogo. Olimpia Niglio: recuperare il filo interrotto della tradizione

April 12, 2021 | AGENZIA ITALIANA STAMPA ESTERA | AISE
GIORNATA DEL PATRIMONIO MONDIALE: IL MONDO CELEBRA MONUMENTI E SITI CULTURALI
https://www.aise.it/anno/giornata-del-patrimonio-mondiale-il-mondo-celebra-monumenti-e-siti-culturali/159097/1

April 12 | IL GIORNALE DIPLOMATICO
UNESCO-ICOMOS: 18 APRILE “GIORNATA INTERNAZIONALE MONUMENTI E SITI”

April 11, 2021 | AMERICA OGGI N.16, p.2.
Scuola \ Bambini di tutto il mondo, raccontatevi in un disegno!

March 18, 2021 | AGENZIA ITALIANA STAMPA ESTERA | AISE
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE: IL PROGETTO PER LE SCUOLE ITALIANE ALL’ESTERO SU ‘ITALIANA’
https://www.aise.it/anno/reconnecting-with-your-culture-il-progetto-per-le-scuole-italiane-allestero-su-italiana/158067/1
March 17, 2021 | IL GIORNALE DIPLOMATICO
FARNESINA ADERISCE A PROGETTO ‘RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE 2021’

March 15, 2021 | ITALIANA | MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS ITALY
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

March 15, 2021 | IL CAFFE’

March 5, 2021 | FRONTEIRF Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
WEST AFRICA. LA SCUOLA DEL MONDO. RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

March 5, 2021 | AGENZIA ITALIANA STAMPA ESTERA
SCUOLA E PATRIMONIO CULTURALE: SIGLATO A LAGOS L’ACCORDO TRA “RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE” E “WEST AFRICA SHARED CULTURAL HERITAGE TRUST”

March 5, 2021 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
SCUOLA NEL MONDO: ACCORDO DI COLLABORAZIONE IN AFRICA SU CULTURA

March 5, 2021 | FRONTEIRF Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
SANTO DOMINGO: RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE.
L’EREDITÀ CULTURALE E LA ECO SCUOLA.

March 5, 2021 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
PROGETTO RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE APPRODA IN CANADA
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/progetto-reconnecting-with-your-culture-approda-in-canada.htm

February 7, 2021 | LA VOCE DI NEW YORK
“Reconnecting with your culture”: un progetto scolastico per il nuovo umanesimo

February 5, 2021 | PATRIMONIO ITALIANO TV (Italy)
REPUBBLICA DOMINICANA | Patrimonio Culturale e Diritto Ambientale a Santo Domingo

February 4, 2021 | VALDEGOVIA (Spain)
DIBUJA TU HERENCIA. RECONECTATE CON TU CULTURA
http://www.valdegovia.com/noticias_ver.asp?idNoticia=343&fbclid=IwAR3Txw2iXkG_EyuXGdSw8Q6WoGtKlgMVsZensWLZaJLMjQf69_BOC_C.V

February 3, 2021 | FRONTIERE Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
SANTO DOMINGO: RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE.
L’EREDITÀ CULTURALE E LA ECO SCUOLA.

January 26, 2021 | VALDEGOVIA (Spain)
DIBUJA TU HERENCIA. RECONECTATE CON TU CULTURA
http://www.valdegovia.com/noticias_ver.asp?idNoticia=343&fbclid=IwAR3Txw2iXkG_EyuXGdSw8Q6WoGtKlgMVsZensWLZaJLMjQf69_BOC_C.V

January 10, 2021 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
PROGETTO RECONNETING WITH YOUR CULTURE APPRODA IN CANADA
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/progetto-reconnecting-with-your-culture-approda-in-canada.htm
January 9, 2021 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
UNIVERSITÀ BOLOGNA ADERISCE A PROGETTO ‘RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE’
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/universita-bologna-aderisce-a-reconnecting-with-your-culture.htm

January 8, 2021 | DI GENOVA Urban Digital Transformation
LA CULTURA SALVERÀ IL MONDO
https://digenova.org/2021/01/07/la-cultura-salvera-il-mondo/

January 7, 2021 | AISE Agenzia Italiana Stampa Estera (Italy)
LA CULTURA SALVERÀ IL MONDO: AL VIA LA COLLABORAZIONE TRA DICULTHER E IL PROGETTO INTERNAZIONALE RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

January 6, 2021 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
‘RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE’, LA CULTURA SALVERÀ IL MONDO
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/reconnecting-with-your-culture-la-cultura-salvera-il-mondo.htm

December 15, 2020 | WEBSMBOOK (Spain)
Humanidad, Reconéctate con tu cultura
https://websmbook.com/humanidad-reconectate-con-tu-cultura/

December 8, 2020 | LA ESSE (Italy)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE, LA SCUOLA DEL MONDO: APPUNTAMENTO L’11 DICEMBRE ALLE 17

December 3, 2020 | ITALIAN’S NEWS (USA)
Al Collegio Da Vinci di Bogotá si parla di patrimonio culturale

December 3, 2020 | AISE Agenzia Italiana Stampa Estera (Italy)
SCUOLE ITALIANE: COLLEGIO LEONARDO DA VINCI A BOGOTÀ, SI PARLA DI PATRIMONIO CULTURALE

December 1, 2020 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
SCUOLE ITALIANE: COLLEGIO LEONARDO DA VINCI A BOGOTÀ, SI PARLA DI PATRIMONIO CULTURALE

November 25, 2020 | LA ESSE (Italy)
UN PROGETTO CORAGGIOSO E INNOVATIVO: RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

November 25, 2020 | AGORA VOX (Italy)
“Conosci il tuo patrimonio religioso” - Progetto Unesco
https://www.agoravox.it/Conosci-il-tuo-patrimonio.html

November 20, 2020 El Día de Ávila (Spain)
Conectar con el patrimonio con la mirada de un niño
https://www.diariodeavila.es/Noticia/ZFE56B96C-C438-F2B0-7930599C3AFF1380/202011/Conectar-con-el-patrimonio-con-la-mirada-de-un-nino
November 20, 2020 El Dia Soria (Spain)
El mapa de un tesoro a la vista
https://www.eldiasoria.es/noticia/zd1856e69-07a7-37f3-acad1b52a401098f/202011/el-mapa-de-un-tesoro-a-la-vista?

November 18, 2020 | Diario de Burgos (Spain)
EL MAPA DE UN TESORO A LA VISTA
http://esempidiarchitettura.it/sito/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/07a7-37f3-acad1b52a401098f/202011/el-mapa-de-un-tesoro-a-la-vista?

November 14, 2020 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
CILE-ITALIA: ‘APRIRSI AL MONDO’ PRIMO INCONTRO INTERCONTINENTALE DI BAMBINI

November 14, 2020 | FRONTIERE Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
“ABIERTO AL MUNDO” Primer encuentro intercontinental de niños entre Chile e Italia

October 23, 2020 | NAZIONI UNITE Centro Regionale (Belgium)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE. DRAW YOUR HERITAGE
https://unric.org/it/reconnecting-with-your-culture-draw-your-heritage/

October 21, 2020 | AR-THEO (Italy)
Reconnecting with your Religious Heritage – Progetto culturale
https://www.artheo.it/project/reconnecting-with-your-religious-heritage/

October 19, 2020 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
PROGETTO INTERNAZIONALE “CONOSCI IL TUO PATRIMONIO RELIGIOSO” PER SCUOLE
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/progetto-internazionale-conosci-il-tuo-patrimonio-religioso-per-scuole.htm

October 19, 2020 | SITI Quotidiano di Attualità e di Politica Culturale (Italy)
“RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE. DRAW YOUR HERITAGE” fa tappa a Verona
https://www.rivistasiti.it/reconnecting-with-your-culture-draw-your-heritage-fa-tappa-a-verona/

October 11, 2020 | Radio Babele (Italy)
Intervista radiofonica
https://www.raiplayradio.it/audio/2020/10/BABELE---I-sentieri-della-fede---Puntata-del-11-10-2020-1131bd32-2843-4681-a14d-1605b392f4e0.html

October 9, 2020 | Il Giornale di Barga (Italy)
#MyHeritage, alla scoperta del patrimonio. Al via i Laboratori esplorativi per bimbi 6/10 anni
https://www.giornaledibarga.it/2020/10/myheritagealla-scoperta-del-patrimonio-al-via-i-laboratori-esplorativi-per-bimbi-6-10-anni-342494/

October 5, 2020 | La Nazione (Italy)
‘Myheritage’, alla scoperta della nostra cultura
https://www.lanazione.it/lucca/cronaca/myheritage-allascoperta-della-nostra-cultura.1.5570612

September 25, 2020 | MalgradoTuttoWeb (Italy)
Etica e cultura al centro dell’educazione scolastica
https://www.malgradotuttoweb.it/etica-e-cultura-al-centro-dell’educazione-scolastica/

September 18, 2020 | IL CAFFE’ (Italy)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
September | IN PRESENZA (Chile)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

August 25, 2020 | InTreMinuti (Italy)
“Reconnecting with your Culture” ascoltiamo Valentina Dell’Aira, testimonial del progetto
https://www.in3minuti.it/reconnecting-with-your-culture-ascoltiamo-valentina-dellaia-testimonial-del-progetto/

August 24, 2020 | FIJET (Italy)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE. La Cultura al centro del dialogo per lo sviluppo del mondo. La siciliana Valentina dell’Aira, membro del comitato scientifico

August 5, 2020 | SITI Quotidiano di Attualità e di Politica Culturale (Italy)
RECONNECTION AVEC VOTRE CULTURE

August 5, 2020 | SITI Quotidiano di Attualità e di Politica Culturale (Italy)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
https://www.rivistasiti.it/reconnecting-with-your-culture-an-international-project-for-a-new-humanism/

August 4, 2020 | VATICAN NEWS e Oriente Cristiano (Italy)
“Conosci il tuo patrimonio religioso”: quando le radici si incontrano a scuola

August 4, 2020 | SITI Quotidiano di Attualità e di Politica Culturale (Italy)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
https://www.rivistasiti.it/per-un-nuovo-umanesimo-il-progetto-internazionale-reconnecting-with-your-culture/

August 4, 2020 | Q’hubo Mi Gente (Colombia)
El arquitecto que edifica los sueños artisticos de los jóvenes de Bogotá

August 3, 2020 | AISE Agenzia Italiana Stampa estera (Italy)
“RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE”: PRESENTATO A LIMA IL PROGETTO CULTURALE PER I GIOVANI
https://www.aise.it/anno/reconnecting-with-your-culture-presentato-a-lima-il-progetto-culturale-per-i-giovani/148729/1

August 2, 2020 | Todo Patrimonio (Spain)
Proyecto internacional: Reconéctate con tu cultura. Dibuja tu patrimonio
http://todopatrimonio.com/proyecto-internacional-reconectate-cultura-dibuja-patrimonio/

August 1, 2020 | Gente d'Italia (USA)
Cultura e giovani generazioni: il futuro riparte dal Perù

July 31, 2020 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
DAL PERU IL FUTURO RIPARTE DA CULTURA E GIOVANI

July 28, 2020 | JAVERIANA ESTERO, (Colombia)
Intervista radiofonica
https://soundcloud.com/javeriana919fm/bitacora-28-de-julio-de-2020
July 19, 2020 | Il Giornale Diplomatico (Italy)
PROGETTO “RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE”, CULTURA PER LO SVILUPPO DEL MONDO
https://www.giornalediplomatico.it/Progetto-aReconnecting-with-Your-Cultura-cultura-per-lo-sviluppo-del-mondo.htm

July 19, 2020 | FRONTIERE Rivista di Geocultura (Italy)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE. La Cultura al centro del dialogo per lo sviluppo

July 19, 2020 | ANSA LATINA (Colombia)
Niños llamados a dibujar patrimonio cultural
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

[Journal]

[Journal]

[Journal]

[Journal]

[Journal]

[Journal]

[Journal]

[Journal]
Olimpia Niglio, La Cultura e la lingua, patrimoni inalienabili delle Comunità, in Dialoghi Mediterranei, n°49, Maggio 2021, ISSN 2394-9010 http://www.istitutoeuroarabo.it/DM/la-cultura-e-la-lingua-patrimoni-inalienabili-delle-comunita/#more-43082

Niglio Soriente O., Echeverry Bucurú K., La construcción del futuro desde el conocimiento y valorización del Patrimonio Cultural, Actas del Simposio Internacional “Patrimonio en Acción”, Instituto Nacional Patrimonio Cultural Z3, Ecuador, 2021
ARCHITECTURE AND HISTORY
CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS [5-17]

Chile, Casa Montessori, October 7 and 8, 2020

https://unric.org/it/reconnecting-with-your-culture-draw-your-heritage/
Clases de Paisaje y Patrimonio
Escuelas Rurales Exaltación de la Cruz (Argentina)
Red Argentina del Paisaje
3 y 5 de Noviembre de 2020

ITALIAN SCHOOL LEONARDO DA VINCI
BOGOTA’ | COLOMBIA
4-11 DECEMBER 2020

ITALIAN SCHOOL LEONARDO DA VINCI
BOGOTA’ | COLOMBIA
7 DECEMBER 2020
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS, EVENTS AND CONGRESSES

PERU
July 31, 2020 | FACTOR CULTURA
Presentation of the international project

CHILE
August 15, 2020 | Casa Montessori Cerro Alegre | Chile
Presentation of the international project

CHILE
August 21, 2020 | Scuola Italiana Arturo dell’Oro | Chile
Presentation of the international project

COLOMBIA
August 21, 2020 | Reunión Secretaria de familia e integración social|
| Bogotá, Fusagasugá, Cartagena de Indias | Colombia
Presentation - International project

September 2, 2020
Secretaria de Cultura | Fasagasugá
Presentation of the international project

ITALY
“Reconnecting with your Culture”. On September 21, 2020 (16pm Rome Time), our project will be presented at the National Symposium “Palma di Montechiaro, a candidate Italian capital of Culture 2022” VALENTINA DELL’AIRA, a member of the international scientific committee, will be present in this Symposium.
ECUADOR
Instituto Nacional de Patrimonio Cultural
Zonal 3

September 23, 2020

CHILE
September 28, 2020
| Scuola Italiana Arturo dell'Oro | Chile

Lectio Magistralis
Prof. José de Nordenflycht Concha

MEXICO
VII Congreso de Ciencia y Arte del Paisaje (TCCAP), “Horizontes y Perspectivas”
ACAMPA, Academia Mexicana de Paisaje, A.C.
www.acampa.org

Guadalajara
October 1-3, 2020
CHILE

October, 7 and 8, 2020

Courses in Architecture and History

CASA MONTESSORI CERRO ALEGRE
Valparaiso
Chile

PANAMA

October, 10, 2020

Istituto Figlie di Maria Ausiliatrice
Arrajián, Panamá

con Diana Vargas, Panamá

ITALY

“Reconnecting with your Culture”
MY HERITAGE

October 17, 2020

BORGO A MOZZANO, Lucca
Venti d’Arte
Lucia Morelli.

ITALY

“Reconnecting with your Culture”. On October 24, 2020 (Iam Rome Time)

VERONA

with Nadia Scardeoni
Coordinator subtopic
Reconnecting with your religious heritage
VENEZUELA
“Reconnecting with your Culture”. On October 28, 2020 (11am Caracas Time)

VITALIS ONG

SPAIN
“Reconnecting with your Culture”. On October 31, 2020 (10.30am Madrid Time)

Patrimonio para los Jóvenes

ARGENTINA
“Reconnecting with your Culture”. On November 10, 2020 (4pm Buenos Aires Time)

Red Argentina del Paisaje

3 y 5 de Noviembre de 2020

ANTARCTICA ARGENTINA
“Reconnecting with your Culture”. November 6, 2020 (11am Argentina Time)

ESCUELA 19
ITALY
“Reconnecting with your Culture”.

November 13, 2020
(17 am Rome Time)

MEET TOURISM LUCCA 2020

SPAIN
“Reconnecting with your Culture”.
November 20, 2020
(11 am Madrid Time)

Universitat Politècnica de Valencia
Catedra de Infancia y Adolencia

WORLD CHILDRENS’ DAY

ARGENTINA
“Reconnecting with your Culture”.
November 20, 2020
(11 am Buenos Aires Time)

RED ARGENTINA DEL PAISAJE

WORLD CHILDRENS’ DAY

SPAIN
“Reconnecting with your Culture”.
November 21, 2020
(5pm Madrid Time)

PATRIMONIO PARA JOVENES
ITALY

“Reconnecting with your Cultural Heritage”.
November 26, 2020
(3pm Rome Time)

EUROFORM

CHILE - ITALY
Abrirse al mundo | Aprirsi al mondo

November 30, 2020
(12pm Santiago Time)
(16pm Roma Time)

COLOMBIA
Scuola Italiana Leonardo da Vinci

Oggi parliamo di... PATRIMONIO CULTURALE

December 4 and 11, 2020
(9 am Bogotá time)

COLOMBIA
Scuola Italiana Leonardo da Vinci

Le Politiche culturali e il ruolo di UNESCO e ICOMOS

December 7, 2020
(9 am Bogotá time)
ITALY

I.T.R.I.A.
Maratona su Accessibilita Universale

Diretta Streaming

December 10, 2020
(16.45 Rome time)

ITALY

Il Nuovo Bianchi
Fondazione Grimaldi Onlus

Napoli

December 11, 2020
(17 Rome time)

INDIA

TECH 2020
UNESCO EDUCATION

NEW DELHI

December 11-13, 2020

PANAMA

III Congreso LatinoAmericano
Derechos de la Niñez y Adolescencia

PANAMA

December 15, 2020
(7.40pm Panama time)
CHILE
Ministerio de las Culturas, las Artes y del Patrimonio
Santiago de Chile
January 14, 2021 (11.30 Chile time)

ITALY
Liceo Classico “Torquato Tasso”
Salerno, Italy
January 21, 2021 (15.00 Italy time)

ITALY
REGIONE MOLISE E REGIONE BASILICATA
GIOCHI DI PACE
GAMES OF PEACE
February 1, 2021 (11.30 Italy time)
ITALIA
#DICULTHER
Roma, Italy
February 5, 2021
(16.30 Rome Time)

CANADA | CAMEROON, MOROCCO
COLLEGE VILLE MARIE
Montréal, Québec, Canadá
February 6, 2021
(10.00 Montreal Time)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ECOESCUELA
Santo Domingo
February 9, 2021
(10.00 Santo Domingo Time)

ITALY
STITUTO G. MONTALTO
Marusa | Sicilia
February 19, 2021
(8.10 pm Roma Time)
ITALY | SPAIN

DICULThER, Italy
COLEOGO IRABIA – IZAGA, Spain
Patronomic para Jóvenes

Roma | Pamplona
February 19, 2021
(3.30 pm Roma Time)

ITALY

IST. COMPR. SANTA CROCE
Meegint with teachers
Verona, Italy
February 27, 2021
(17.15 Rome Time)

NIGERIA

LAGOS
WEST AFRICA SHARED CULTURAL HERITAGE
March 06, 2021
(3.00PM LAGOS Time)

BOLIVIA

COCHABAMBA
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
March 12, 2021
(2.00PM La Paz Time)
VENEZUELA

VITALIS
Caracas, Venezuela

HABLANDO DE PATRIMONIO

March 13, 2021
(11.00am Caracas Time)

MAROC

RABAT

Université Sultan Moulay Slimane
ICOMOS MAROC

March 18, 2021
(3.00 pm Rabat Time)

ITALY

Bologna

Università di Bologna
Icomos Italia

March 22, 2021
Prof. Fiorella Dallari

COLOMBIA

Bogotà

Scuola Italiana Leonardo da Vinci

March 25, 2021
SANDRA BESSUDO
ARGENTINA

MuMA
Municipal Museum of Art
Puerto Madryn

April 8, 2021
10pm (Argentina)
3pm (Paris Time)

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
World

RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

April 16, 2021
3pm (Paris Time)

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
VENEZUELA
VITALIS ONG

RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

April 17, 2021
5pm (Paris Time)

CANADA | INDIA | ITALY | JAPAN

ICOMOS
International Day for Monuments and Sites

International Webinar

April 18, 2021
(3.30pm Paris Time | CET)
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

MISIONEROS SCALABRINIANOS

Abril 30, 2021
CUCUTA

WEST AFRICA SHARED CULTURAL HERITAGE

NIGERIA

May 1-31, 2021
Events, Seminars

WEST AFRICA SHARED CULTURAL HERITAGE

NIGERIA

May 6, 2021

MAY 6, 2021 LAGOS.
In Nigeria with TAIWO AKINLAMI. http://taiwoakinlami.com/about/
Taiwo ‘ODINAKACHUKWU’ Akinlami, a public interest Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Nigeria, has close to two decades worked with growing businesses and Organized Social Works Society (Non-Governmental Organizations, Faith Based Organization, Community Based Organization and related bodies) as a legal consultant, adviser and trainer.

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

UNIVERSIDAD DE IBAGUE’

RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

BOCETOS URBANOS TOLIMA

May 15, 2021
9am (Bogotá time)
BIENNALE SPAZIO PUBBLICO

ROMA (Italy)

RECONNECTIGN WITH YOUR CULTURE
I bambini e lo Spazio Pubblico

May 15, 2021
15pm (Roma time)
IGLESIA JESUITA
ARAE
SPAIN | VALENCIA
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
May 2021

ISTITUTO IL NUOVO BIANCHI
ITALY | NAPOLI
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE
May 26, 2021
GRAND FINALE & RECEPTION
NIGERIA | Lagos

RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE | WEST AFRICA

May 27, 2021
12pm (Lagos time)

13° FORO MAESTROS Y CONSEJEROS
BRAZIL | Belo Horizonte

RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE

May 28, 2021
9am (Belo Horizonte time)
RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CULTURE IN THE WORLD
by Arturo Córdoba Bernal

The Director

Updated May 27, 2021